Long-Term Trait Consistency in Mice Selected for Swim-Induced High Aerobic Capacity.
The majority of studies show that metabolic rates are usually repeatable at the individual level, although their repeatabilities tend to decline with time and to be strongly affected by physiological changes. Changes in individual repeatabilities may therefore affect putative differences between experimental groups or populations. This problem is particularly relevant to artificial selection experiments that apply the selection protocol at early life stages, running the risk of a poor correlation of the trait with itself throughout the life cycle of individuals. Moreover, significant physiological changes (e.g., induced by reproduction) may affect traits under selection and therefore their postreproductive differentiation between selected lines. Here, using a unique animal model-mice from four lines selected for [Formula: see text] during swimming in 25°C water and four random-bred control (reference) lines-we analyzed the long-term consistency of aerobic capacity as well as postswim hypothermia in primiparous and nonreproducing females at 12, 25, and 29 wk of age. Our results show that significant between-line type divergence in [Formula: see text] and hypothermia persists over time and is only weakly affected by past reproduction. Furthermore, both traits are also repeatable within lines at the individual level. More generally, our results suggest that past reproduction events are unlikely to significantly affect between-population and between-individual differences in [Formula: see text] and related traits.